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Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

It is my pleasure to take part with you in celebrating World Osteoporosis Day, a 

day which aims at informing and educating the general public and policy-makers about 

the prevention of a disease that still suffers from poor general awareness. 

 

Osteoporosis is a global health problem and the most common metabolic bone 

disease. It is becoming progressively more common, partly because it is a disease whose 

frequency increases among the over-60s, a segment of the population that is itself 

progressively increasing in size. Men as well as women suffer from osteoporosis 

although it is usually considered to be a disorder that affects only post-menopausal 

women, because of the oestrogen deficiency that occurs at the time of the menopause and 

which leads to increase in bone destruction. 
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This common and potentially devastating disease is not taken seriously enough, 

even in countries where awareness is high. Demographic changes over the next 50 years 

will lead to unprecedented increases in the numbers of elderly in Asia, Africa and South 

America. Increased longevity alone is predicted to increase dramatically the number of 

hip fractures worldwide, to 6.3 million per year by 2050. As a result to, up to 75% of all 

hip fractures will occur in the developing countries 50 years from now. In addition, in 

terms of the financial burden to national health care systems, estimates have shown that 

the cost of osteoporosis is comparable to other serious diseases, including asthma and 

congestive heart failure. Osteoporosis has been found in almost 25% of women in their 

seventh decade in Europe. Although one in three post-menopausal women is affected by 

osteoporosis during her lifetime, a surprising 85% do not believe they are personally at 

risk of developing the disease. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Osteoporosis in principle is preventable and curable, but because there are no 

warning symptoms or signs until fracture occurs, few people are currently being 

diagnosed and treated. The impact of osteoporosis can be assessed by looking at the 

prevalence and incidence of fractures. The disease can now be diagnosed accurately 

using technology such as dual energy X-ray absorptiometry. The measurement of bone 

mineral density is as good a predictor for osteoporosis fracture as blood pressure is for 

stroke, and better than cholesterol is for the heart attack. 

 

Optimal management consists of maximizing peak bone density in early 

adulthood, continuing to build new bone tissue, and preventing the rapid bone loss that 

occurs after the menopause in all women.  

 

In view of the extremely high rates of osteoporosis, a population-based non-

pharmacological approach to the treatment and prevention of osteoporosis has many 

attractions. Aggressive nutritional supplementation dramatically improves hip fracture 

outcome, and can lead to better protection of bone mass. For that, attention to the 
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nutrition of patients with hip fracture is as essential as orthopaedic repair of fractured 

bone. Like muscle, bone is a living tissue that responds to exercise by becoming stronger. 

In childhood, and especially in adolescence, while the skeleton is developing, lifestyle 

has been shown to affect bone mass. Thus, improving skeletal integrity in childhood may 

contribute to fracture prevention. In the Eastern Mediterranean Region, there is a high 

incidence of smoking. Meta-analysis of 29 studies of cigarette smoking concluded that a 

major benefit of stopping smoking was the slowing down of the rate of bone loss. 

 

Despite the increased awareness of the importance of osteoporosis, many women 

are not aware of the condition, and do not appreciate the way it may affect their bodies 

and lives. Most importantly, society and women in general do not understand that it is 

preventable. While the medical community has been aware of the consequences of 

undiagnosed and untreated hypertension for at least 40 years, the consequences of 

osteoporosis have not yet attracted the critical attention of either physicians or health 

authorities, and therefore it is necessary to include it in national health targets. 

 

Osteoporosis is one of the most serious conditions in public health. It threatens the 

physical and psychological well-being of nearly the entire society. Osteoporosis is a 

silent risk factor for fracture. The use of visionary and long-term prevention strategies 

will be critical to improving women’s health. Only by preparing young girls for a lifetime 

of healthy behaviour will this goal be achieved. With sustained and directed national and 

international efforts towards the prevention of osteoporosis, women’s health may be 

improved worldwide. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

A political and policy commitment is needed; osteoporosis should no longer be 

considered an inevitable consequence of aging. Clear guidelines for the management of 

osteoporosis should be available. Success in osteoporosis prevention needs sustained and 

directed national and international efforts. 
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Dear colleagues, 

 

I am confident that with your wide experience and your deliberations today, our 

Region will have the strength and will to fight such a devastating condition. I wish you a 

successful gathering.  

 


